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The Financial Crisis Inquiry Report, published by the U.S. Government and the Financial Crisis Inquiry Commission in early 2011,
is the official government report on the United States financial collapse and the review of major financial institutions that
bankrupted and failed, or would have without help from the government. The commission and the report were implemented after
Congress passed an act in 2009 to review and prevent fraudulent activity. The report details, among other things, the periods
before, during, and after the crisis, what led up to it, and analyses of subprime mortgage lending, credit expansion and banking
policies, the collapse of companies like Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac, and the federal bailouts of Lehman and AIG. It also discusses
the aftermath of the fallout and our current state. This report should be of interest to anyone concerned about the financial
situation in the U.S. and around the world.THE FINANCIAL CRISIS INQUIRY COMMISSION is an independent, bi-partisan, governmentappointed panel of 10 people that was created to "examine the causes, domestic and global, of the current financial and economic
crisis in the United States." It was established as part of the Fraud Enforcement and Recovery Act of 2009. The commission
consisted of private citizens with expertise in economics and finance, banking, housing, market regulation, and consumer
protection. They examined and reported on "the collapse of major financial institutions that failed or would have failed if not
for exceptional assistance from the government."News Dissector DANNY SCHECHTER is a journalist, blogger and filmmaker. He has been
reporting on economic crises since the 1980's when he was with ABC News. His film In Debt We Trust warned of the economic meltdown
in 2006. He has since written three books on the subject including Plunder: Investigating Our Economic Calamity (Cosimo Books,
2008), and The Crime Of Our Time: Why Wall Street Is Not Too Big to Jail (Disinfo Books, 2011), a companion to his latest film
Plunder The Crime Of Our Time. He can be reached online at www.newsdissector.com.
Many fear that efforts to address inequality will undermine the economy as a whole. But the opposite is true: rising inequality
has become a drag on growth and an impediment to market competition. Heather Boushey breaks down the problem and argues that we
can preserve our nation's economic traditions while promoting shared economic growth.
The growth of the administrative state and legislative gridlock has placed the White House at the center of environmental
policymaking. Every recent president has continued the trend of relying upon administrative tools and unilateral actions to either
advance or roll back environmental protection policies. From natural resources to climate change and pollution control, presidents
have more been willing to test the limits of their authority, and the role of Congress has been one of reacting to presidential
initiatives. In The Administrative Presidency and the Environment: Policy Leadership and Retrenchment from Clinton to Trump, David
M. Shafie draws upon staff communications, speeches and other primary sources. Key features include detailed case studies in
public land management, water quality, toxics, and climate policy, with particular attention to the role of science in
decisionmaking. Finally, he identifies the techniques from previous administrations that made Trump’s administrative presidency
possible. Shafie’s combination of qualitative analysis and topical case studies offers advanced undergraduate students and
researchers alike important insights for understanding the interactions between environmental groups and the executive branch as
well as implications for future policymaking.
Many analysts now believe that the growth of presidential war power relative to Congress is irreversible. This book was written to
contest that view. Its purpose is to identify what would be required to restore presidential war power to constitutional
specifications while leaving the president powerful enough to do what is truly necessary in the face of any emergency. Buchanan
focuses mainly on diagnosing the origins of the problem and devising practical ways to work toward restoration of the
constitutional balance of power between Congress and the president. The work begins by showing the lack of clear, widely shared
standards whose enforcement is needed to sustain the balance of power and draws on the thinking of the founders and political
theorists to crystallize such standards. Next it details how, in the absence of standards, agents such as Congress and the Supreme
Court with formal influence on presidents and informal agents such as media and public opinion have unwittingly enabled
unnecessary power expansion, such as the presidential 'wars of choice'. Of course change of this magnitude cannot be expected to
happen quickly. Remedies necessarily involve a reform architecture intended to unfold gradually, with the first step being simply
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to start a focused conversation (another purpose of this book). Buchanan moves toward specific remedies by identifying the
structure and strategy for a new think tank designed to nudge the political system toward the kind of change the book recommends.
Lastly, the book shows how a fictional policy trial could take a practical step toward in rebalancing the war power. This is a
crucial examination of presidential power and the U.S. separation of powers system, with a focused effort on making a course
correction toward the kind of power sharing envisioned in the Constitution.
Fiscal Year 2020 Budget of the U.S. Government
Congressional Record
Essays in Development Economics and Finance
The Financial Crisis Inquiry Report
Presidential Transition in Higher Education
Constitutional Conflicts Between Congress and the President
Empirical Explorations in Regional Growth
Ranking of the economic performance of the presidents from Truman to Bush with many surprising results that challenge popular beliefs.
Not since Pearl Harbor has an American president gone to Congress to request a declaration of war. Nevertheless, since then, one president after another, from Truman to Obama, has ordered
American troops into wars all over the world. From Korea to Vietnam, Panama to Grenada, Lebanon to Bosnia, Afghanistan to Iraq—why have presidents sidestepped declarations of war? Marvin
Kalb, former chief diplomatic correspondent for CBS and NBC News, explores this key question in his thirteenth book about the presidency and U.S. foreign policy. Instead of a declaration of
war, presidents have justified their war-making powers by citing "commitments," private and public, made by former presidents. Many of these commitments have been honored, but some
betrayed. Surprisingly, given the tight U.S.-Israeli relationship, Israeli leaders feel that at times they have been betrayed by American presidents. Is it time for a negotiated defense treaty between
the United States and Israel as a way of substituting for a string of secret presidential commitments? From Israel to Vietnam, presidential commitments have proven to be tricky and dangerous. For
example, one president after another committed the United States to the defense of South Vietnam, often without explanation. Over the years, these commitments mushroomed into national policy,
leading to a war costing 58,000 American lives. Few in Congress or the media chose to question the war's provenance or legitimacy, until it was too late. No president saw the need for a
declaration of war, considering one to be old-fashioned. The word of a president can morph into a national commitment. It can become the functional equivalent of a declaration of war. Therefore,
whenever a president "commits"the United States to a policy or course of action with, or increasingly without, congressional approval, watch out—the White House may be setting the nation on a
road toward war. The Road to War was a 2013 Foreword Reviews honorable mention in the subject of War & Military.
This comprehensive two-volume guide is the definitive source for researchers seeking an understanding of those who have occupied the White House and on the institution of the U.S. presidency.
Readers turn Guide to the Presidency and the Executive Branch for its wealth of facts and analytical chapters that explain the structure, powers, and operations of the office and the president’s
relationship with Congress and the Supreme Court. The fifth edition of this acclaimed reference completes coverage of the George W. Bush presidency, the 2008 election, and the first 3 years of
the presidency of Barack Obama. This includes coverage of their handling of the economic crisis, wars abroad, and Obama’s healthcare initiatives. The work is divided into eight distinct subject
areas covering every aspect of the U.S. presidency, and all chapters in each subject area have been revised and updated: Origins and Development of the Presidency, including constitutional
beginnings, history of the presidency and vice presidency, and presidential ratings Selection and Removal of the President, including the electoral process, a chronology of presidential elections,
removal of the president and vice president, and succession Powers of the Presidency, including the unilateral powers of the presidency and those as chief of state, chief administrator, legislative
leader, commander in chief, and chief economist The President, the Public, and the Parties, including presidential appearances, the president and political parties, the president and the news media,
the presidency and pop culture, public support and opinion, and the president and interest groups The Presidency and the Executive Branch, including the White House Office, the Office of the
Vice President, supporting organizations, the cabinet and executive departments, presidential commissions, and executive branch housing, pay, and perquisites Chief Executive and Federal
Government, including the president and Congress, the president and the Supreme Court, and the president and the bureaucracy Presidents, their Families, and Life in the White House and
Beyond, including the daily life of the president, the first lady, the first family, friends of presidents, and life after the presidency Biographies of the Presidents, Vice Presidents, First Ladies This
new volume also features more than 200 textboxes, tables, and figures. Major revisions cover the supporting White House organizations and the president’s role as chief economist. Additional
reference materials include explanatory headnotes, as well as hundreds of photographs with detailed captions.
This history of presidential studies surveys the views of leading thinkers and scholars about the constitutional powers of the highest office in the land from the founding to the present.
The U.S. Standard of Living since the Civil War
Presidential Decision Making in the American Political Economy
The Presidency and Political Science
How Inequality Constricts Our Economy and What We Can Do about It
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The Final Report of the National Commission on the Causes of the Financial and Economic Crisis in the United States Including Dissenting Views
Presimetrics
The Timeline of Presidential Elections
In presidential elections, do voters cast their ballots for the candidates whose platform and positions best match their own? Or is the race for president of
the United States come down largely to who runs the most effective campaign? It’s a question those who study elections have been considering for years
with no clear resolution. In The Timeline of Presidential Elections, Robert S. Erikson and Christopher Wlezien reveal for the first time how both factors
come into play. Erikson and Wlezien have amassed data from close to two thousand national polls covering every presidential election from 1952 to 2008,
allowing them to see how outcomes take shape over the course of an election year. Polls from the beginning of the year, they show, have virtually no
predictive power. By mid-April, when the candidates have been identified and matched in pollsters’ trial heats, preferences have come into focus—and
predicted the winner in eleven of the fifteen elections. But a similar process of forming favorites takes place in the last six months, during which voters’
intentions change only gradually, with particular events—including presidential debates—rarely resulting in dramatic change. Ultimately, Erikson and
Wlezien show that it is through campaigns that voters are made aware of—or not made aware of—fundamental factors like candidates’ policy positions
that determine which ticket will get their votes. In other words, fundamentals matter, but only because of campaigns. Timely and compelling, this book
will force us to rethink our assumptions about presidential elections.
Few relationships have proved more pivotal in changing the course of American politics than those between presidents and social movements. For all their
differences, both presidents and social movements are driven by a desire to recast the political system, often pursuing rival agendas that set them on a
collision course. Even when their interests converge, these two actors often compete to control the timing and conditions of political change. During rare
historical moments, however, presidents and social movements forged partnerships that profoundly recast American politics. Rivalry and Reform explores
the relationship between presidents and social movements throughout history and into the present day, revealing the patterns that emerge from the epic
battles and uneasy partnerships that have profoundly shaped reform. Through a series of case studies, including Abraham Lincoln and abolitionism,
Lyndon Johnson and the civil rights movement, and Ronald Reagan and the religious right, Sidney M. Milkis and Daniel J. Tichenor argue persuasively
that major political change usually reflects neither a top-down nor bottom-up strategy but a crucial interplay between the two. Savvy leaders, the authors
show, use social movements to support their policy goals. At the same time, the most successful social movements target the president as either a source
of powerful support or the center of opposition. The book concludes with a consideration of Barack Obama’s approach to contemporary social movements
such as Black Lives Matter, United We Dream, and Marriage Equality.
Since the early 1960s, scholarly thinking on the power of U.S. presidents has rested on these words: "Presidential power is the power to persuade." Power,
in this formulation, is strictly about bargaining and convincing other political actors to do things the president cannot accomplish alone. Power without
Persuasion argues otherwise. Focusing on presidents' ability to act unilaterally, William Howell provides the most theoretically substantial and farreaching reevaluation of presidential power in many years. He argues that presidents regularly set public policies over vocal objections by Congress,
interest groups, and the bureaucracy. Throughout U.S. history, going back to the Louisiana Purchase and the Emancipation Proclamation, presidents have
set landmark policies on their own. More recently, Roosevelt interned Japanese Americans during World War II, Kennedy established the Peace Corps,
Johnson got affirmative action underway, Reagan greatly expanded the president's powers of regulatory review, and Clinton extended protections to
millions of acres of public lands. Since September 11, Bush has created a new cabinet post and constructed a parallel judicial system to try suspected
terrorists. Howell not only presents numerous new empirical findings but goes well beyond the theoretical scope of previous studies. Drawing richly on
game theory and the new institutionalism, he examines the political conditions under which presidents can change policy without congressional or judicial
consent. Clearly written, Power without Persuasion asserts a compelling new formulation of presidential power, one whose implications will resound.
"Published by OpenStax College, American Government is designed to meet the scope and sequence requirements of the single-semester American
Government course. This title includes innovative features designed to enhance student learning, including Insider Perspective features and a Get
Connected module that shows students how they can get engaged in the political process. The book provides an important opportunity for students to
learn the core concepts of American Government and understand how those concepts apply to their lives and the world around them. Our American
Government textbook adheres to the scope and sequence of introductory American government courses nationwide. We have endeavored to make the
workings of American Government interesting and accessible to students while maintaining the conceptual coverage and rigor inherent in the subject at
the college level. With this objective in mind, the content of this textbook has been developed and arranged to provide a logical progression from the
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fundamental principles of institutional design at the founding, to avenues of political participation, to thorough coverage of the political structures that
constitute American government. The book builds upon what students have already learned and emphasizes connections between topics as well as
between theory and applications. The goal of each section is to enable students not just to recognize concepts, but to work with them in ways that will be
useful in later courses, future careers, and as engaged citizens. The organization and pedagogical features were developed and vetted with feedback from
American government instructors dedicated to the project."--BC Campus website.
How Campaigns Do (and Do Not) Matter
The Administrative Presidency and the Environment
Toward a Presidential Accountability System
Presidential Power from Washington to Bush
The Unitary Executive
The Politics of Presidential Term Limits
The President, the State and the Cold War
This is the first book to survey the intellectual history of presidential scholarship from the Founding to the late 20th century. Reviewing the work of over
sixty thinkers, including Alexander Hamilton, Thomas Jefferson, Woodrow Wilson, Richard Neustadt, James McGregor Burns, and Theodore Lowi, the
authors identify six central questions, the answers to which can help form a theory of presidential power: • Does presidential power derive from the
prerogatives of office or from incumbency?• Does presidential influence depend upon force of personality, rhetorical leadership, or partisanship?• Does
presidential leadership depend upon historical context or is regime-building manifested through political, institutional, and constitutional
developments?• Does presidential leadership vary between domestic and foreign affairs?• Does the president actively or passively engage the legislative
process and promote a policy agenda?• Does the organization of the executive branch service presidential leadership? Arguing that three paradigms
have dominated the history of presidential scholarship—Hamiltonianism, Jeffersonianism, and Progressivism—the authors conclude that today's
understanding of the presidency is characterized by a "new realism and old idealism." This book will appeal to students and scholars as well as to
general readers with an interest in the American presidency.
First edition, published 1978, was entitled : The Constitution between friends.
This book provides a detailed historical and legal examination of presidential power and the theory of the unitary executive.
Discover how the Oval Office’s occupants have made and make history Which one was the tallest? Which one fought a duel? Which had liquor smuggled
into the White House during Prohibition? And why is the president even called the president in the first place? From periwigs and knee breeches to the
24-hour news cycle and presidential Tweets, the fascinating and colorful stories of the 45 incumbents are a powerful lens through which to view U.S.
history and get insight into the present. Taking readers on a fact-filled journey through two centuries, this book examines how each individual obtained
their dream (or nightmare) position, what they stood for (or against), achieved (or didn’t), and how their actions affected the country—for better or
worse. And—remembering that presidents are people too—it shows how the personal really can be political, exploring how each president’s vision,
strengths, and foibles helped or hindered them in building the country and their own legacy. Accessible biographies of all presidents Sidebars, timelines,
and photos Lists of best and worst administrations Bonus online content, including quizzes galore to help build retention Whether you’re a student, a
history buff—or are even interested in becoming president yourself one day—U. S. Presidents For Dummies is the perfect guide to what it takes to be
leader of the free world, who has stepped up to that challenge, and how those personal histories can help us understand yesterday’s, today’s, and even
tomorrow’s union.
The Development of the American Presidency
House of War
The Presidency in the Era of 24-Hour News
Paradigms of Presidential Power from the Founding to the Present
Managing Leadership Change
Policy Leadership and Retrenchment from Clinton to Trump
The President as Economist: Scoring Economic Performance from Harry Truman to Barack Obama
1 A number of economic explanations for the process of regional growth have been proposed in the literature. Apart from pure scholarly interest, under standing the factors that have promoted growth
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in some regions while others have been left lagging is of crucial importance for the design of policy aimed at helping "depressed" regions or promoting balanced growth among regions. The purpose of
studying the process of regional growth is to delineate the variables that have the major influence on growth, to under stand the mechanisms through which these variables exert their forces, and to
determine if the interactions of these forces alter the magnitudes of response or the manner in which a regional economy responds to stimuli. The first step in this process is the determination of the
primary forces responsible for the growth or stagnation of a region. These forces should be few in number if the analyses of the mechanisms that transmit their effects and the interactions among those
mechanisms are to be reasonably tract able. Regional economists cannot draw on many of the results of studies of the economic development of nations, for many of the forces isolated by development
economists, such as culture, tradition, or barriers to free flows of goods and factors of production, have no viable role to play in the explanation of the variety of growth experience within a system of
regions.
An incisive analysis of the Pentagon, the military, and their vast, frequently hidden influence on American life argues that the Pentagon has, since its inception, operated beyond the control of any force in
government or society, drawing on extensive personal experience, exhaustive research, and numerous interviews to prove the author's contention. Reprint.
This book explores presidential power through an analysis of the ways that U.S. presidents attempt to manage scandals. While presidents routinely stonewall to block or limit investigations into their
alleged transgressions or, in some cases, cooperate with investigators, this book proposes the existence of a third way of responding to scandals̶a backfire or the creation of a counter-scandal to try
to extinguish the original scandal. The existence of possible backfires is surveyed through case studies of the major scandals that impacted the Nixon, Reagan, Clinton, and Trump administrations. The
development of this form of scandal response has meaningful implications concerning the growth of presidential power and its impacts on the functioning of the U.S. political system and the quality of
American democracy. Changes in partisanship, the media environment, and the public s view of the presidency and government are topics covered in the book s explanation of the trends in scandal
responses.
Research and development (R and D) leads to innovation, and innovation leads to technological change. Technological change, in turn, is the primary driver of economic growth. Public/private
partnerships -- cooperative relationships among industry, government, and/or universities -- leverage the efficiency of R and D and are thus a critical aspect of a nation s innovation system. This text is
intended for upper-level undergraduate and MBA courses such as Economics and Technology, Economics of Innovation, and Economics of Science and Technology, among others. The first chapter
introduces the concept of public/private research partnerships along with other concepts fundamental to an understanding of innovation and technology policy. The framework chapters (2-5) set forth
an argument for the public s role ‒ government s role ‒ in innovation in general and in public/private partnership in particular. The remaining chapters (6-14) describe a number of public/private
partnerships and, to the extent possible, evaluate their social impact.
American Government
Guide to the Presidency and the Executive Branch
Presidential Power and Accountability
The Presidency and Political Science: Paradigms of Presidential Power from the Founding to the Present: 2014
Presidential Commitments Honored and Betrayed
An Economic Record of Presidential Performance
A Budget for a Better America; Promises Kept, Taxpayers First

How America's high standard of living came to be and why future growth is under threat In the century after the Civil War, an
economic revolution improved the American standard of living in ways previously unimaginable. Electric lighting, indoor plumbing,
motor vehicles, air travel, and television transformed households and workplaces. But has that era of unprecedented growth come to
an end? Weaving together a vivid narrative, historical anecdotes, and economic analysis, The Rise and Fall of American Growth
challenges the view that economic growth will continue unabated, and demonstrates that the life-altering scale of innovations
between 1870 and 1970 cannot be repeated. Robert Gordon contends that the nation's productivity growth will be further held back
by the headwinds of rising inequality, stagnating education, an aging population, and the rising debt of college students and the
federal government, and that we must find new solutions. A critical voice in the most pressing debates of our time, The Rise and
Fall of American Growth is at once a tribute to a century of radical change and a harbinger of tougher times to come.
Annotation. American presidents enter office ready to enact a policy-making agenda that will satisfy partisan interests and
facilitate reelection to a second term. Economic circumstances, however, may catch presidents in a vicious cycle of economic
growth and inflation versus recession and unemployment. Faced with responsibility for the nation's economic health, presidents are
often forced to make tradeoffs between pursuing political objectives and stabilizing the economy. Vicious Cycle provides a
theoretical framework for explaining how presidents pursue partisan and electoral objectives in office while simultaneously
managing the nation's economy. With an approach that bridges several literatures in presidential studies and political economy,
Constantine J. Spiliotes develops an econometric model of postwar presidential decision making in the American political economy
and examines its relationship to economic decision making in four presidencies. These extensively documented case studies -- of
presidents Eisenhower, Johnson, Carter, and Reagan -- offer variation across several analytic dimensions: temporal, partisan,
electoral, and institutional. Spiliotes concludes that tradeoffs between political objectives and institutional responsibility are
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driven by a transformation in the nature of the American presidency, from an office in which decision making is anchored in
partisan accountability to one constrained by the chief executive's institutional mission. Spiliotes's work contributes to a
fuller understanding of the presidency and political economy and the methodologies that elucidate them.
This study aims to demonstrate that presidents are persistent agents of change, continually disrupting and transforming the
political landscape. The politics of the "third way" is also discussed in relation to Bill Clinton's political strategies.
The Presidency in the Era of 24-Hour News examines how changes in the news media since the golden age of television--when three
major networks held a near monopoly on the news people saw in the United States--have altered the way presidents communicate with
the public and garner popular support. How did Bill Clinton manage to maintain high approval ratings during the Monica Lewinsky
scandal? Why has the Iraq war mired George Bush in the lowest approval ratings of his presidency? Jeffrey Cohen reveals how the
decline of government regulation and the growth of Internet and cable news outlets have made news organizations more competitive,
resulting in decreased coverage of the president in the traditional news media and an increasingly negative tone in the coverage
that does occur. He traces the dwindling of public trust in the news and shows how people pay less attention to it than they once
did. Cohen argues that the news media's influence over public opinion has decreased considerably as a result, and so has the
president's ability to influence the public through the news media. This has prompted a sea change in presidential leadership
style. Engaging the public less to mobilize broad support, presidents increasingly cultivate special-interest groups that often
already back the White House's agenda. This book carries far-reaching implications for the future of presidential governance and
American democracy in the era of new media.
Growth & Welfare in the American Past
U.S. Presidents For Dummies with Online Practice
The American Presidency
From Truman to Bush
Innovation Strategies and Policy Alternatives
A New Economic History
Presidents, Social Movements, and the Transformation of American Politics
Presidential scholars increasingly turn to science to address the fundamental issues in the field, but undergraduates are rarely taught the skills to do the same. The American
Presidency introduces students to new insights produced by the scientific study of the presidency and the scientific endeavor itself. After chapters on the scientific study of the
presidency and background information on the presidency, the text discusses prominent theories of presidential power. Chapters on presidential elections, the president's
relationship with other political actors (such as Congress and the Supreme Court), the president's role in foreign and economic policy, and presidential greatness include guided
research exercises that provide students with the opportunity to apply the scientific method to empirical questions with significant theoretical content. The American Presidency
provides students with the opportunity to learn about the presidency and enables them to draw their own reasoned conclusions about the nature of presidential power.
From the Book's Introduction: Expanded and updated of Intelligence Community Legal Reference book. The Intelligence Community draws much of its authority and guidance
from the body of law contained in this collection. Proves to be a useful resource to professionals across the federal government.
Zimpher, University of Wisconsin, Milwaukee.
Citizen's Guide to U.S. Economic Growth: and the Bush-Kerry Economic Debate is written for the person who wants to be informed about the fundamental issues affecting the
growth of the U.S. economy and who also wants an understanding of the policy differences between the 2004 presidential candidates, President Bush and Senator Kerry, on
issues affecting U.S. economic growth. The concepts discussed in Citizen's Guide are important to all Americans because the application of these concepts by policy makers can
have a significant impact on the growth of the U.S. economy, which determines the level of your standard of living. Find out what the candidates' economic policies will mean for
your future and for the future of the United States.
Comparing the foreign policies of Truman and Reagan
Managing Scandal in the Modern Era
Rivalry and Reform
What the Facts Tell Us About How the Presidents Measure Up On the Issues We Care About
The Imperial Presidency
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The Hand You're Dealt
Citizen's Guide to U.S. Economic Growth and the Bush-Kerry Economic Debate
This thesis is a collection of three essays on development economics and finance. The first chapter studies the 1992 presidential impeachment in Brazil to evaluate the impact of an anti-corruption drive on
politically connected companies. I identify two types of firms: companies owned by friends and relatives of the impeached president ('family-connected') and firms proven to be connected to him in a
parliamentary investigation ('other-connected'). Using an event study procedure, I establish that family-connected firms have on average negative daily abnormal returns of 2 to 9 percentage points when
damaging information about the president is released. However, the 'other-connected' companies do not experience a decline in their stock market valuation during the impeachment. Furthermore, the stock
market decline experienced by 'family connected' companies was reversed entirely within a year. The impeachment had limited success in reducing corruption. The second chapter evaluates the effects on
multinational firms of the OECD "Convention on Combating Bribery of Foreign Public Officials in International Business Transactions". I compare the balance sheet performance of foreign companies in 24
developing host countries whose source countries have implemented the convention with the performance of firms whose source countries have not yet implemented it. I find that the OECD convention had a
negative impact on profit and sales growth of multinational companies. This effect is amplified in countries with less efficient bureaucracies. In economies where bribery is more valuable to firms, the OECD
convention has a larger negative impact on multinational firms. The third chapter studies in detail the distribution of one type of financial market participant: mutual funds. The essay documents that their size
follows a regularity observed in several other area of economics, Zipf's law: the number of funds with size greater than x is proportional to 1/x. This chapter extends previous theories of random growth to explain
why this is the case: Zipf's law arises when mutual funds grow at the highest speed allowed by constraints in the system, something we call a "maximum growth principle." We investigate empirically the key
features of the theory, and show that they are validated by the data
Presidential term limits restrict the maximum length of time that presidents can serve in office. They stipulate the length of term the presidents can serve between elections and the number of terms that presidents
are permitted to serve. While comparative scholarship has long studied important institutions such presidentialism vs. parliamentarism and the effects of different electoral systems, we lack a comprehensive
understanding of the role and effects of presidential term limits. Yet presidential term limits and term lengths are one of the most fundamental institutions of democracy. By ensuring compulsory rotation in
office, they are at the heart of a democratic dilemma. What is the appropriate trade-off between allowing the unrestricted selection of candidates at presidential elections vs. restricting selection procedures to
prevent the possibility of dictatorial takeover by presidents who are unwilling to step down? In the context of a long and on-going history of changes to presidential term limits and the many and varied ways in
which term limits have been both applied and avoided, this book explains the factors behind the introduction, stability, abolition, and avoidance of presidential term limits, as well as the consequences of changes
to presidential term limits, and it does so in the context of non-democracies, third-wave countries, and consolidated democracies. It includes comparative, theoretical, and practitioner-oriented chapters, as well as
detailed country case studies of presidential term limits across the world and over time.
The Hand You’re Dealt" is the first of a series of free eBook preview chapters from John Sides and Lynn Vavreck’s groundbreaking Fall 2013 book, The Gamble: Choice and Chance in the 2012 Presidential
Election. These eBook chapters are scheduled to be released between August and December 2012. What are the odds that Barack Obama will be reelected in November, despite a weak economy? Many answers
to this question are backed by little more than speculation and spin. But what does current and historical data--and political science--suggest? In this chapter, political analysts John Sides and Lynn Vavreck show
that Obama is surprisingly popular given the state of the economy, and they offer several explanations--including Obama's likability and the fact that more people blame George W. Bush for the country's
economic problems than blame Obama. But Sides and Vavreck also show that the mixed economic picture and the events of Obama's first term make it likely that the election will be close. These are just some
of the points that Sides and Vavreck make in this incisive chapter as they gauge the most important factors in the political and economic landscape going into the election campaign--and what they portend for
Obama's (and Mitt Romney's) chances. This book represents an unprecedented effort to use a "Moneyball" approach to tell the story of what promises to be a dramatic election campaign, drawing on large
quantities of data about the economy, public opinion, news coverage, and political advertising to determine the factors that really make a difference. At the same time, Sides and Vavreck will be visiting the
campaign trail to find out what matters most to both of the campaigns and to voters. The result promises to be the only book about the election that combines on-the-ground reporting, social science, and
quantitative data in order to look beyond the anecdote, folklore, and conventional wisdom that too often pass for analysis of presidential elections. To find out more, download this chapter and begin reading the
authors' special introduction to this and the other free chapters that will follow as the election campaign unfolds. The Gamble is scheduled to be published as a complete print and ebook in September 2013.
Our understanding of the politics of the presidency is greatly enhanced by viewing it through a developmental lens, analyzing how historical turns have shaped the modern institution. The Development of the
American Presidency pays great attention to that historical weight but is organized topically and conceptually with the constitutional origins and political development of the presidency its central focus. Through
comprehensive and in-depth coverage, this text looks at how the presidency has evolved in relation to the public, to Congress, to the Executive branch, and to the law, showing at every step how different aspects
of the presidency have followed distinct trajectories of change. All the while, Ellis illustrates the institutional relationships and tensions through stories about particular individuals and specific political conflicts.
Ellis's own classroom pedagogy of promoting active learning and critical thinking is well reflected in these pages. Each chapter begins with a narrative account of some illustrative puzzle that brings to life a
central concept. A wealth of photos, figures, and tables allow for the visual presentations of concepts. A companion website not only acts as a further resources base—directing students to primary documents,
newspapers, and data sources—but also presents interactive timelines, practice quizzes, and key terms to help students master the book's lessons.
Leadership from John Adams to Bill Clinton, Revised Edition
Unbound
The Road to War
Proceedings and Debates of the ... Congress
Vicious Cycle
The Politics of Direct Presidential Action
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Power without Persuasion

The presidential historian charts the progression of American power from George Washington to George W. Bush, revealing the exercise of power through the office as it has developed into an
"imperial" seat of authority, in an updated edition of the classic history. Reprint.
The authors cut through party bias to present the quantifiable facts about how modern presidents have performed on critical national issues Politicians and the media spend a lot of time telling
Americans how the presidents and their administrations are performing, but this analysis always skews along party lines. In Presimetrics, Kimel and Kanell take a fresh look at modern politics by
gathering data from numerous government sources in order to compare and rank presidential performance on critical issues, from employment and health care to taxes and family values. The
results frequently defy expectations: ? Reagan, godfather of neoconservatives, increased the federal workforce more than any president since LBJ ? Clinton, a hero to Democrats, cut funding for the
NEA by a larger percentage than any other president ? Nixon/Ford outperformed all administrations on Democratic issues like Federal spending on social programs The lively text clearly explains
how various policies of each administration affect the data, and fascinating information graphics lend even greater depth to the discussion, showing at a glance how multiple administrations stack
up.
This book provides evaluations of American presidents over the course of 66 years of U.S. economic history, using quantitative data to provide credible, defensible answers to controversial
questions like "Whose economic policies were more effective, Ronald Reagan's or Bill Clinton's?" • An appendix provides the official data upon which the rankings are based
"This thesis examines the employment of classical rhetorical resources and strategies on a contemporary political event. Specifically, it is a look at Aristotelian rhetoric as it was applied to the
United States' invasion of the small Caribbean island of Grenada on 25 October 1983. The particular rhetoric examined is that of President Reagan, the Congress, and the American press. The
results of this examination are used to understand the scope of the Aristotelian communication model and process as it now applies to contemporary political rhetoric. Chapter one is a discussion of
Aristotle's communication model or "triangle" and the four components that are required of any communication process. The foundation necessary to an understanding of the rhetorical process
and to the scope of this examination are discussed. Chapter two is an examination of presidential rhetoric based on the first two addresses the President made to the nation. The application of
Aristotelian rhetoric is most evident in this chapter; Reagan's understanding of and assumptions about his audience (the American people) suggest why he was so rhetorically successful during this
incident. Chapter three exposes congressional rhetoric as "empty" or sophistical in nature. Because of the critical timing of military operations on Grenada, Congress was left out of the decisionmaking process. Consequently, discourse by individual congressmen was "neutral"--Statements no one could really argue with. A congressman's discourse was "for the record" only. Chapter four
examines the rhetoric of the press. The press was virtually cut-off from the invasion by being physically restricted from the island. As a growth experience for the press, this chapter attempts to
highlight that growth by tracing the reactions of the press to its restriction through its rhetoric as it changed over a four-day perod. Chapter five concludes the rhetorical examination of this thesis
with speculation about the future of American political rhetoric as it becomes more closely associated with the "low-intensity conflict" exemplified by Grenada. Aristotelian rhetorical principles, as
they applied to the rhetoric of Grenada, are discussed with the resulting conclusion that the rhetoric of President Reagan was the only "rhetoric" that anyone listened to. His use of employing these
military and rhetorical strategies will serve as a model for future presidents"--Document.
The Politics Presidents Make
The Pentagon and the Disastrous Rise of American Power
Public/Private Partnerships
Two Hundred Years of Constitutional Debate
An Analytical Approach
Scoring Economic Performance from Harry Truman to Barack Obama
Presidents and Political Scandal
US foreign policy during the Cold War has been analysed from a number of perspectives, generating large bodies of literature attempting
to explain its origins, its development and its conclusion. However, there are still many questions left only partially explained. In large part
this is because these accounts restrict themselves to a single level of analysis, either the international system, or the structure of the state
and society. The first level of analysis, focusing on the role of individuals, has largely been excluded. This book argues that structural
theories, and any approach that limits itself to one level of analysis, are inadequate to explain the development of US foreign policy.
Instead, it is necessary to incorporate the first level of analysis in order to bring human agency back and provide a more detailed
explanation of US foreign policy. Bilsland proposes an analytical framework which incorporates presidential agency into a multi-level
analysis of US foreign policy during the Cold War, constructing a multi-level case study comparison of the foreign policies of Presidents
Truman and Reagan. He argues that the worldview of the president is central to agenda setting in US foreign policy making and that the
management style of the president influences both decision-making and the implementation of US foreign policy. Evidence to support this
is drawn from detailed empirical analysis of Truman’s foreign policy of containment in Korea and Reagan’s foreign policy of rollback in
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Nicaragua. This work will be of interest to students and scholars of US Foreign Policy, US History and International Relations
The Aristotelian Rhetoric of the Battle of Grenada
Intelligence Community Legal Reference Book
The Rise and Fall of American Growth
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